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Quasi-atoms in symmetric orthomodular lattices 

RIC圣iARD GREECHIE AND LoUIS HERMAN 

In this paper, we initiate the study of atom-like elements in symmetric orthomodu
lar lattices. A quasì心tom is a nonzero element a of L such that [0, a] is a Boolean 
lattice and a forms a modular pair with every element of L. In a symmetric 
orthomodular lattice, the set of quasiωatoms， together with 0, is an order ideal 
c10sed under perspectivity. We show that anorthomodular latticewith height 
greater than 2 having a quasi-atom is a projective geometry if and only if it is 
simple and symmetric. We give a r昭sonable condition involving modularity which 
forces a symmetric orthomodular 1扉!tice with only finìtely many commutators to 
have height no gr锦ter than 2. We investigate the connections betw出n subdírect 
irreducibility and hyperirreducibilíty and prove that, for a symmetric orthomodular 
lattice having a quasi-atom, the two ∞ncepts coincide. Finally, we characterize the 
atoms of symmetric orthomodular lattices using quasiωatoms. A preliminary version 
of this paper was presented to the NIH Conference on Universal Algebra and 
Latticeτbeory in Washington, D.C., during the summer of 1986. 

1. Quasi-atol酣

τbroughout this paper, (L) will denote an orthomodular latti饵， abbreviated 
OML. Undefined terms may be found in the recent reference 000孟 by G. Kalmbach 
[6]. 

We write x EÐ y for x v y if x 1. y and y … x for x' ^ y if x :S; y. For s and x in 
an OML, stþx is an abbreviation for the latti优 polynomial (s v x') ^ x; 仇 is 锦lIed

the Sasaki projectìon onto x; it ís basic that Sasakí 严。~ections preserve joins (cf. 
闷， p. 143). As usual if elements x and y are perspectiv窑， we write x ..... y. 

Many of the results of this paper arise from a generalization of the con臼pt of 
栩 atom. If a is an atom of a lattice, then the interval [0, a] ís Boolean. As in the 
theory of von Neumann algebras, we shall call such elements. abelian; the set of 
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abelian elements of an OML L will be written as A秘气L). Obviously A仰l(L) is an 
order ìdeal of L. 

An atom a of L has the additìonal property that xMa for each x ε L; in words, 
a forms a modular pair with each x e L. Here we are writìng xMa to mean 
(x ^的 v ao = (x v ao) ^ a for each 00 S; a. (We also write xM勺I to mean that xMy 
in the lattice duaJ to L.) 

With these two attributes of atoms ìn mind, we call a nonzero element a of an 
OML L a quasi-atom if a ìs abeJian and xMa for each x e L. We denote the set of 
quasi-atoms of L , together with 0, by A伏电L). It is easy to verify that A (l l(L) is an 
order ìdeal of L. 

Following M. F. Janowitz [窍， for elements x and y in L , we define xS(Oly to 
mean x and y have no nonzero strongly pers阿拉ve subelemer邸， xS(I )y to mean x 
and y have no nonzero pers伊ctìve subelements, and xS(时'y to mean x and y have 
no nonzero projectìve subelemenω. ClearJy L x {O}υ{的 x L ç;; S(叫ç;; S( I) ç;; 
s盼ç;; .1... Janowitz proved that S刷= S (I) if and only if S阶 =S(叫[坷， Theorem 
3.15. In what foIlows these separatìon relations play a crucial rol嚣. It is important 
that the reader know the foJlowing facts: xS(O)y is equi￥alent to x ^ Y 黯 o and 
x e Cen[O, x v 灶， cf. [匀， τheorem 3.10; and S (I) coincides with F. Maeda's V 
relation 杠饵all that x V y means (x v z) ^ y = z ^ y for each z e L , or equivalently 
x v t =] ìmplies y S; t, cf. 间， Lemma 2.8.2). 

Abelian elements can be char在cteri提d using the.S偶 relation and quasi-atoms 
臼n be characterized using the S (I) relation. This is the content of 0时 first two 
proposítíons. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let a be an element 01 an OML L. Then these condítions 
are equivalent: 

(1)αεA确(L).

(2) Orthogonal subelements 01 a are in the relation S<的.
(3) a contains no nonzero orthogonal strong非 perspective subelements. 
(4) Each subelement 01 a is 衍 the relation S盼 to its relative orthocomplement in 

怡， a]. 

Proof Suppose that (1) holds and that a l and a2 are orthogonal subelements of 
a. Then sin∞ A(骨气L) is an order id能1， we have a1EÐa2eA(0)(斗. It follows that 
a1 eCen[0, aIEÐa2] and, therefore, a I S(0)a2 by [5], Theorem 3.10 

Now assume that (2) holds. If al and a2 were nonzero orthogonal strongly 
perspective subelements of a, then a1 "0切， by 由e definition of S(O). 如lUS (3) holds. 

Now assume that (3) holds and let aO be a subelement of a. If 00 ，.0)α 一句， then 
00 and a 一句 have nonzero strongly pers阴ctive subel在men怒， which ∞ntradicts (3). 
Thus ooS倒a … 00.
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Fìnally, assume that (4) holds and let ao be a subelement of a. Then aoS(Ola - ao 
ìmplies ao E Cen[O, ao EÐ (a - ao)] = Cen[O, a]. Thus a E A (Ol(L). 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let a be an element 01 an OML L. Then these conditions 
are equivalent: 

(1) a E A('l(L). 
。 Orthogonal subelements 々r a are in the relation S( I). 

(3) a contaìns no nonzero orthogonal perspective subelements. 
(4) Each subelement 01 a is in the relation S(l) to its relative of怖。complement in 

[O, a]. 

Proof Suppose that (1) holds and that a, and a2 are orthogonal subelements of 
a. Then sinω A (ll(L) is an order ìdeal, we have a, $a2 E A(l)(L). Let x E L. Then 
xMa, $a2 and [0, a, $a21 Boolean imply 

(xva， )^a2 挥 (x v a,) ^ (a\ $a2) ^衔揣 {[x ^ (a\ (Ð a2)] v a,} ^向

= [x ^ (a, (Ð a2) ^句] v (a, ̂ 向) =x ^ a2' 

τbus a, S (lla2' 

The proofs of (2) implies (3) and (3) implies (4) are similar to those of 
Proposition 1.1. 

Finally, suppose that (4) holds. Then, of course, (4) of Proposítion 1.1 holds 
also and so a E A叫L). It remains to show that xMa for each x E L. To that end, 
let x E L. Consider any element 00 with x ^ a S aO S a. Then, by (份， we have 
OoS(I)a 一句 Hence， by the Foulìs-Holland th在orem (see 闷，币leorem 1.3.匀， we 
may compute 

(x v 00 ) ^ a 耻 (x v 00) ^豆。一 00) $00] = [(x v 00) ^ (a - 00)] $ao 

= [x ^ (a - 00)] $ 00 = (x ^α^ aó) $00 = 00. 

Thus xM，α. We have proved a εA叫。-

It is not di舱ult to verify that the word "orthogonal" can be repla臼d by the 
word Udìsjoint" in t怡然atements of (2) and (匀 in Propositions l.l and 1.2. By 
disjoìnt elements w在 mean， of ∞ur弱， elements whose m优t is O. 

We write uMv to mean u ^ v = 0 and uMv. It is well known that 1. ç M (cf. [81, 
币leorem 29.13); in words, orthogonal pairs are modular pairs. By [町，Lemma 1.5, 
if uMv then uoMvo for each 1句 S u and each Vo S v. 
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τbe usefulness of quasi-atoms is made possible by the followi吨 fundamental

lemma. 

LEMMA 1.3. Let x and y be elements of an OML. Jf yMx', then S (I )x s;;; S (I )y. 

Proof Let W E S( l)x. Suppos在问 and Yo are subelements of W and y , res阴沉tively，
and that t :问 -yo. 叽len woS(I)x and Wo v t = 1 imply x ~ t, by [筒， Lemma 2.8.2. 
Moreover, the orthomodular identity implies that x v (t - x) v Yo = 
t v Yo = 1.在lUS W ~ (t … x) v Yo' Since yMx二附 have also yoMx' by 间， Lemma 
1.5. We may thus comp就在 w ~ [(t … x) v Y01 ^ x' 拙。一对 v (Yo ^ x') = t - x 至 t.

Then t 拙 w v t = 1 and so we have Wo = Wo ̂  t = 0 = Yo ^ t = Yo' This shows that 
wSο>y. 

2. Irreducibilityω，nditions 

A non-empty subset of an OML is called a subperspectivi.η set if it contains every 
element of the lattice which is pers醉汉ive to a subelement of one of its elements. 

We leave the following result as an exercise for the reader. 

LEMMA 2.1. In any OML, these condítions on a non-empty subset S are 
equivalent: 

( 1) S is a subperspectiviη set. 

(2) stþx E S for each s E S and each x E L. 
(3) 矿 S E S and s' ^ y = 0, then y E S. 
(4) S is an order ideal and is closed under per，与'1ectivity.

The next resu1t justifies our interest in subperspectivity sets. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. The ideal generated by a subperspectivity set is a p-i峙。I.It

consists of the joins 01如ite orthogonal subsets of 1.加 subperspect削Iy sel. Moreov衍，
the center of a subperspectivity set lies ìn the center of the lattice. 

Proof Let S be a subpers如ctivity set. 丁he lattice ideal I(S) gi佣告rated by S 
consists of a挂 subelements of joins of finite subsets of S, but if x ~ V S; with Sl E S, 
then we have x 叫VS;)φx=V矶明th SitþxES. Thus I(S) ∞nsists of all joins of 
finite subsets of S. Using the fact, once agai兔， that sa阻ki projections preserve joins, 
we 黯e that, by Lemma 2.1, I(S) is also a 部bpers萨比tivity se飞机则 the elements of 
I(S) can be expres能d as joins of finite orthogonal subsets of S is a ωnsequen白。f

the identity s v t = s礼. v t and a simple induction argum告nt.
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By our observations above, we have C(S) = C(/(S)). 丁hen by 间， Lemma 10, 
we see th磊t Cen S.= S (ì C(S) s;; I(S) (ì C(/(S)) s;; C(L). 

In the sequel we call a relation R dege，时rate in case R s;; L x {O}υ{O} x L. Note 
that, for R E {S碗， SOl, S(吨， R is degenerate if and only if eq础lity holds above 

LEMMA 2.3. Assume that S(时 is degenerate on an OML L. Then 
( 1) every nonzero subper，甲.ectivi纱 set ís join dense, 
(2) each atom 01 L is in each nonzero subper.夏pec仙i吵 set ， and 
(3) all atoms are mutually projective. 

Proof Let S be a nonzero subperspectivity set. To prove (1)，∞nsider any 
nonzero x in L. Choose any nonzero element s of S. By hypothesis, x:f∞)s. Thus x 

and s have nonzero subelements Xo and So which are projective. Thus Xo E S. It 
follows that S is jOÎn dense. To prove (匀， consider an atom a of L. By (1), there 
exists a nonzero member s of S with s :S; a. τhus a = s E S. 

FinaUy, if a and b are atoms then a:foo场. Thus a and b dominate nonzero 
projective subelements, which of n配essity must be a and b themselves. 

轩在 pr低:eed to investigate subdirectly irreducible orthomodular latti臼s.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let L be an OML. 1I L is subdirect/y irreducib/e, then S(时
is degenerate葡 Jf L has an atom, the converse a/so ho/ds. 

Proof A careful r饵di吨 of G. Bruns's proof of (1.1) in [1] shows that S(时 is

degenerate whenever L is subdirectly irreducible. (His paper is about modular 
ortholattic在s but his proof of (l.l) never invokes modularity.) 

To prove the converse, let æ be any 梢。m of L. By Lemma 2.3, a lies in every 
nonzero p-ideal; thus the p-ideal generated by a is the smallest nonzero p-ideal of 
L 

Proposition 2.4 has the following immediate conseque怒吼 If L is a subd泣如tly

irreducible OML and S (I) = S(肘， then S(1) is degenerate. If L has a q础革i创om， the 
converse also holds; this is because, by (5) of Proposition 1.2, S(I) degenerate 
加lpli部 that quasi鞠atoms are in fact atoms; and, of course, S( l) degenerate impli在$
that S(I) = S(∞飞

An orthomodular lattice is hyperirreducible if every interval is irreducible. Since 
in an 0提L， whenever Xo :S; x , the mapping x1 川 x) - Xo is an orthoisomorphism of 
[xo , x] onto [0, x … XO] , one need only consider principal ideals in order to verify 
hyperirreducibility. Obviously hyperirreducible and subdirectly irreducible OMLs 
are irreducible. The horizontal sum of 22 and 23 is a simple, and so subdir民tly
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irreducible, OML which is not hyperirreducible. The lattice of closed subspaces of 
an infinite dimensional Hilbert space is hyperirreducible but not simple; it is, 
however, subdirectly irreducible. At present, we know of no hyperirreducible OML 
which is not subdirectly irreducible. The following result is one of the many 
characterizations of hyperirreducibility which appear in E. L. Marsden Jr. [9]. We 
provide a proof because the joumal in which [9] appears is not easily obtained. 
Other results related to hyperirreducibility appear in [2], [3] and [5]. 

LEMMA 2.5. L is hyperirreducible if and on秒扩 S(O) is degenerate. 

Proof Assume that L is hyperirreducible and let xS(O)y. Thus x ^ y = 0 
and x εCen[O， x v y]. So x = 0 or x = x v y. If y 豆 x， then yS(O)y and so y = O. 
Thus S(O) is degenerate. Conversely, assume that S(的 is degenerate. Suppose L 
is not hyperirreducible so that there exists Xo and x in L with 
XoεCen[O， x] = Cen[O, xoEÐ(x - xo)] and 0 < Xo < x. Then XOS(O)X - xo. So Xo = 0 
or Xo = x , which is a contradiction. 

An immediate consequen∞ of Proposition 1.1 and Lem.ma 2.5 is that the 
nonzero abelian elements of a hyperirreducible OML are atoms. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let L be an OML.矿 L is subdirectly irreducible and 
S仙= S (I), then L is hyperirreducible. 矿L has a nonzero abelian element , the converse 
also holds. 

Proof Assume L is subdir配tly irreducible and S刷= S (I). By Proposition 2.4, 
S(时 is degenerate. By the result of M. F. Janowitz [坷， Theorem 3.15, we have 
S(O) = S(叫 so that S(O) is degenerate. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that L is 
hyperirreducible. 

Conversely, assume that L is hyperirreducible. As mentioned above, the nonzero 
abelian elements are atoms. By Lemma 2.5, S(O) is degenerate, which in tum implies 
由at L x {O}υ{O} x L = S间 =S(I)=S刷. By Proposition 2.4 the argument is 
∞mplete. 

Since perspectivity and strong perspectivity agree in modular OMLs, cf. [呵，

Theorem 2.6.3 , S(O) = S(I) in modular OMLs. Thus , by Proposition 2.6, subdirectly 
irreducible modular OMLs are hyperirreducible. However, the horizontal sum of 
two atomless Boolean lattices is a simple symmetric OML which is not hyperirre
ducible. In the next s配tion， we shall show that the hypothesis S向= S (I) can be 
omitted from the statement of Proposition 2.6 for symmetric OMLs with quasi
atoms. 
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3. Symmetric OMLs 

A principal result of this paper is that A (l )(L) is a subperspectivity set in any 
symmetric OML L. By a symmetric OML we mean, of cours章， an OML in which 
the relation of being a modular pair is symmetric. It is easy to 始在位就挂n OML is 
M幡symmetric if and only if it ìs M飞$沪nmetric. F. Maeda and S. Maeda [8J have 
studied extensively elements m of 1时tices with xMm for each x. We shall call such 
elements Maeda-modular and write M(均 for the set of such elements in an OML L. 
It is easy to verify that if m, n E M(幻， then m ^ n E M(L). Note that quasi-atoms 
are Maeda幡modular.

LEMMA 3. 1. M(L) is a subalgebra 01 L whenever L is a symmetric OML. 

Proof Let m E M(L)晕 τhen xMm for each x E L ímplies mMx for each x ε L; 

by [峙， Lemma 1.2, it follows that mM*x for each x ε L， that 怒， m'Mx' for each 
X E L and th总s x'Mm' for 在ach x e L. We s树， therefore, that m' E M(L) and so 
M(L) is clos母d under orthocomplementation. This fact, together with the fact that 
M(L) is c10sed under meets of finite subsets, shows that M(L) is a subalgebra of L. 

In any lattice with 0, uMu and wMu v v imply u v wMv by [8J, Lemma 1.6. We 
use this result ìn the following lemma. If L is an M -symmetric lattice with 0, then 
M is obviously a symmetric relation. 

L主MMA 3.2. Let L be a symmetric OML.扩 Yo ~ y with yMx二 then
y~ ̂  yMyo v x' and YoM(y主〈功 EÐx气

Proof By syr双metry 附 have x后}人 The orthomodular identity yields 

y = YoEÐ(yó ^片. Then x'MYoEÐ(Yó^Y) 拙d yoMyó ^ y imply Yo v x' Myó ^ y. 
古len， by symmetry once again, we have Yó ^ yMyo v x'. 
白le second conclusion is proved similarly. In fact, YoMx' and Yó ^ xMyo v x' 

imply YoEÐ (yó ̂  x)Mx'. So, by symmetry, we have x'MYoEÐ(Yó ^ x); thìs together 
WÎth Yó ^ xMyo implies (yó ̂  x) EÐx'Myo. Then, by symmetry once again, we have 
yoM(yó ^对 EÐx二

TH主01毛主M 3.3. A (l )(L) is a subperspectivity set whenever L is a symmetric 
OML. 

Proof Let a e A气却 with y ^ a' = O. By Lemma 3.1, a' e M(L) and so yMa'. 
Let Yo ~ y. By the previous lemma and Lemma 1.3, it follows that S( l)yo~声。s;;; S( l)yo 
and S (l )yó ^ a s;;; S( l)yó ^ y. By Proposition 1.2, a ^ Yó e S( l)yo轧 Hence

a ^ Yó e S (I )yo and, therefore, Yo E S( l)a ^ Yó so that Yo E S(I )y ^ Yó. Hence, by 
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Proposìtìon 1.2, y E A υI(L). Appealing to Lemma 2.1 , we conclude that A(l)(L) is 
a subperspectivìty set. 

Easy examples show that Lemma 3.2 and 丁heorem 3.3 do not hold for arbitrary 
OML章，

The following result shows that an OML with height greater than 2 having a 
quasi-atom is a projective geometry if and only if ìt is simple and symmetric. The 
proof utilizes the result of G. Bruns [1]，节leorem 1, that every nonzero abelian 
element of a subdirectly iηeducible modular OML is an atom. 

COROLLARY 3.4. Lel L be a simple symmetrìc OML with A叫L) # {的 . Then 
L = 21, a non-trìvìal horizontal sum of four-element Boolean lattìces or a projective 
geometry ‘ 

Proof Because L is simple, L = I(A (l)(L刀， the lattice ideal gen在rated by A(气扣，
by Theorem 3.3 and Propositio黯 2.2. Then L is modular by Lemma 3.1. Thus, by 
Bruns's result, A (1 )(L) consists of 0 and atoms. By Proposition 2.2, each nonzero 
element of L = I(A (I )(L)) ìs a joìn of a finìte orthogonal set of atoms. It follows that 
L has finìte heìgh t. If the height of L ~ 2, then L = 21 or ìs a non-trìvial horizontal 
sum of four-element Boolean latti臼s; L cannot be 22 sìnce L is irreducible. If the 
height of L ;;:: 3, then L is a projective geometry. 

This work evolved from an entìrely di能rent direction. In [4], we investigated 
OMLs having only finitely many commutators; the commulalor of elements x and 
y of an OML is the lattice polynomial (x v y) ^ (x v y') ^怡'v y) ^轨'v y'). We 
showed 出at such OMLs are the direct product of a Boolean lattic在 and finitely 
many simple non也oolean OMLs. Naturally, our interest focused on simple com
mutator-finite OMLs. We are now in a position to strengthen one of the principal 
results of that paper. 

We write Mac(L) for the set consisting of those m E M(L) with [0, m] 在 modular

sublattice of L. Such elements were studied extensively in complele symmetric 
OMLs by M. D. MacLaren [7). It is easy to verify that Mac(L) is an order ideal of 
L. 

COROLLARY 3.5. Let L be an irreducible symmelric commutalor抖nite OML. 
扩Mac(L) #- {O}, lhen L is 21 or α non-trìvial horizontal sum of four-element Boolean 
lattices. 

Proof Since L is irreducible, it is simple by 肉， Corollary 13. Let 
O 事1: m E Mac(L). Since A (气L) is join dense by [4], Corollary 8, there js 蔬 nonzero

element a εA仰I(L) with a ~ m. Sin饵， however, Mac(L) is an order ideal, we see 
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that a E M(L). Thus a E A(I )(L). Then, by Corollary 3.4, L is modular. The 
conclusion of the theorem is provided by [吨， Th髦。rem 16. 

We retum to the study of hyperirreducible and subdirectly irreducible OMLs. 
Following Maeda [坷， we say that L has the covering property if a 养 x with a an 
atom implies 出现 a v x covers x. It follows from the aforementioned observation 
about isomorphic intervals in OMLs (which followed Proposition 2.4) that 出e set 
of atoms, together with 0, of an OML is a subperspectivity set if and only if the 
lattice has the covering property. This is becau然如， a v x] is orthoisomorphic to 
[0, a仇.] for each atom a and element x in L. Incidentally, this isomorphism result 
also demonstrates that A (O)(L) is a subperspectivity s在t if and only if 怡， a v x] is 
Boolean for each abelian element a and each element x in L with a 非 x喻 Maeda

[8] de如es an AC-Iauice to be an atomistic lattice with the covering property. Our 
next result characterizes hyperirreducible AC-OMLs. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let L be an OML. Then these conditions are equivalent: 
(η L is hyperirreducible, has the covering property and is atomic; 
(2) L 位 subdirectly irreduc必le， symmetric and A (l变幻~ {O}. 

Proof Assume that 仰 holds. Since L has atoms，后咄笋 {O}. Moreover, by 
Proposition 2.6, L is subdirectly irr创ucible. Finally, since L has the covering 
propèrty and is atomic, it is symmetric by [剖，有leorem 30.2. 

Now assume that (2) holds. By Proposition 2.6, to show that L is hyperirre
ducible, we n臼d only show that S倒= S (I). By Theorem 3.3, A(I)(L) is a nonzero 
subpers严ctivity s叭. So, by Lemma 2.3，才气L) is join dense in L. Now consider x 
and y in L with x$"与. Since A (I )(L) is join dense, there exist quasi-atoms a and b 
under x and y , respectively, with a$"1沽， cf. [6], Corollary 2.8.3. Then there exist 
quasi-atoms ao and bo under a and b, respectively, with a，导- bo. If t is an axis of 
perspectivity for ao and 鸟， it is easy to verify, using the modl主larity properties of 
ao and bo, that t ^ (ao v bo) is an axis of strong pers阴ctivity for ao and bo . 白lUS

x$"O)y since x and y have nonzero strongly perspective subelements. We have 
shown that S<的 = S (1). Thus L is hyperirreducible by Proposition 2.6; and, there
fore, the nonzero abelian elements of L are atoms. In particular, A (l)(L) ∞邸ists

of atoms, together with the 0 element of L. Therefore L has the ∞!vering property. 
Finally, by Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4, L is atomic since A(l气L) which 
∞nsists of atoms, together with 0, is a join dense subpers归ctivity set. 

We remark that the covering property hypothesis in the statement of Theorem 
3.6 can be replaced by the hypothesis that L is semimodular in the sen豁出at x 
covers x ^ y if and only if x v y covers x , cf. [呵， Theorem 7.10. Moreover, an 
argument similar to (2) implies (1) of Theorem 3.6 shows that if Mac(L) is a joÎn 
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dense subset of an OML L, then S(防部 S(l) and hence all the separation conditions 
coincide by [匀， Theorem 3.1 5. 

Our Theorem 3.6 may be regarded as a generalization of Bruns's result: The 
nonzero abelian elements of a subdirectly irreducible symmetric OML with at least 
one quasI-atom are atoms. 

In order to motivate our final result, consider an atom a of an OML and a p-ideal 
J not containing it. For each x ε J， xtþa e J. Hence xφ。 < a and so xtþa = O. 
Therefore a 唰L x. We have argued that, given any atom a and any p-ideal J, a is in 
J or is orthogonal to it. 

THEOREM 3.7. Let L be a symmetrìc OML. Let a e L. Then a ìs an atom of 
L 扩 and only if the following conditions hold: 

(l)aeA仰(L)，

(2) a dominates a quasi-atom, and 
(3) for each p-ideal, a is either in the p-ideal or is orthogonal to it鑫

Proof. By our observation above, an atom clearly has the然 properties. To prove 
the converse, assume that the three conditions hold. By Theorem 3.6, we may assume 
that L is subdirectly reducible. Thus we have a family L; of subdirectly irreducible 
OMLs and a family of orthoepimorphisms/;: L • L; each with ker /;笋 {O} and with 
n ker/; = {0}. 1f a were not an atom, there would exist an element llo with 0 < ao < a 
and an orthoepimorphism 1; : L • Lj with llo兀 < a1;. Since a is an abelian element 
of L , it is easy to see that a1; is a nonzero abelian element of LJ' 

We concentrate on LJ' Our main task is to prove that Lj is symmetric. By 
Theorem 3.3, Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 , I(A (1)(L片， the ideal generated by 
d气L)， is a p-ideal of L which is included in M(L). From the identity 
4φ(yjj) = (xtþy)1; and the fact that the elements of I(A (1)(盼 are joins of finite subsets 
of A(气功， it follows th磊t I(A (1)(L))1; is a p-id础1 of Lj which is included in M(Lj)' 
If I(A (1 )(L))1; 信 {O} ， then by (匀， a .L I(A (l)(L)); this, however, contradicts (2). Thus 
I(A (l )(L)切并向 and so, by Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.3, I(A (气L))1; is a join 
dense p-ideal of Lj which is included in M(Lj)' Hence, by [码， Corollary 35.5, Lj is 
symmetric. M oreover，刷(气功)1;笋 {O} împlies A(1气L)1; 纠屿， sin优1; preserves 
joins; also it is easy to verify that A (气。1;s;. A(气LJ)' Thus A(气ι} 笋 {O} ‘

From 币leorem 3.6, the袋， we know that 钊 is an atom of ι. Thus ao1; = 0 and 
so llo e ker1;. However, a 手 ker1;; thus by (3) a 牛句， which contradicts llo :l O. We 
conclude that a must be an atom of L. 

We close wìth a direct consequen臼 of Thωrem 3.7. Since AC-OMLs are 
M -symmetric, cf. [坷， Theorem 30.2, an atom is the only nonzero abelian element 
of an AC-OML with the property that, for each p付锦1 it is either in the p-ideal or 
is orthogonal to it. 
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